Image-guided implantation of pre-calibrated catheters in the ICU: a feasibility study.
Image-guided implantation of intracranial catheters is a routine procedure. Although time for surgery is short, transport from the intensive care unit (ICU) to the operation room (OR) is time-consuming and endangers patients in vulnerable intracranial pressure phases. Unfortunately, technical aspects of image guidance have so far required surgery to be performed in the operation room. In this observational study we investigated the feasibility of image-guided catheter placement in the ICU using a pre-calibrated stylet for implantation of intracranial catheters for a variety of indications and compare the results of procedures performed in the OR. Twenty-three patients received implantation of 31 image-guided intracranial catheters or external ventricular drains using a pre-calibrated stylet in the ICU or in the OR. The times required for navigation planning, transport and surgery were assessed. Pre-operative trajectory planning, intra-operative screenshots of the navigation system and postoperative computed tomography (CT) scans were compared. Eleven external ventricular drains and nine intracranial catheters for fibrinolytic therapy of intracerebral haemorrhage were implanted in the OR, whereas ten external ventricular drains and one catheter for fibrinolytic therapy were implanted in the ICU. All catheters implanted on the ICU, 81.8 % of external ventricular drains and 88.8 % of lysis catheters placed in the OR had an optimal position to function. A pre-calibrated stylet in combination with the flexible headband equipped with reference arrays allows the application of image guidance in the ICU. It reduced time expended for patients and employees, and avoided the risks of ICU transport to the OR.